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Abstract
We have investigated the shadow of a Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole with
an extra deformation parameter. The spacetime structure arising from the deformed parameter
affects sharply the black hole shadow. With the increase of the deformation parameter, the size
of the shadow of black hole increase and its shape becomes more rounded for arbitrary rotation
parameter. The D-shape shadow of black hole emerges only in the case a < 2
√
3
3
M with the proper
deformation parameter. Especially, the black hole shadow possesses a cusp shape with small eye
lashes in the cases with a > M , and the shadow becomes less cuspidal with the increase of the
deformation parameter. Our result show that the presence of the deformation parameter yields a
series of significant patterns for the shadow casted by a Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black
hole.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing astronomical observation support the existence of supermassive black holes at the center of
many galaxies. Therefore, measuring black hole parameters becomes very significant since it can help us to
understand features of black hole and to examine further various theories of gravity. Black hole shadow is a
two-dimensional dark zone in the observer’s sky where light from a source is captured by the black hole. It is
shown that the shadow can be treated as a useful tool of detecting black hole parameters because its shape
and size carry the fingerprint of the geometry around the black hole [1–3]. For example, the shadow for a
static black hole is a perfect circle, while for the rotating Kerr one, it becomes an elongated silhouette in the
direction of the rotation axis due to the dragging effect [2, 3]. Moreover, the effects of other characterizing
parameters on black hole shadow have been studied in the last few years [4–19], which indicate that these
parameters imprint the shape and size of the shadow. Especially, in the cases where the null geodesics are
not variable-separable, it is found that the black hole shadow possesses some novel features. For a Kerr black
hole with scalar hair [20–23] or a binary black hole system [24], there exist fractal structures in the black hole
shadow due to chaotic motion of photons. Moreover, for a Kerr black hole with Proca hair [25], the black hole
shadow has a cusp silhouette as the black hole parameters lie in a certain range [26]. The further analysis
show that these novel patterns in shadows are related to the non-planar bound photon orbits, which are also
called as the fundamental photon orbits (FPOs) [26]. In order to disclose entirely the characteristics of the
shadows, it is necessary to study further the shadow of black holes in various theories of gravity.
Einstein’s General relativity is considered probably the most beautiful of all existing physical theories,
which has successfully passed a series of observational and experimental tests [27]. However, the current
observations cannot completely exclude the possibility of the deviation from Einstein’s gravity theory, which
leaves an ample room for other alternative theories of gravity. Recently, Konoplya and Zhidenko [28] have
proposed recently a rotating non-Kerr black hole metric beyond General Relativity through adding a static
deformation, which can be looked as an axisymmetric vacuum solution of a unknown alternative theory of
gravity [29]. The Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole has three parameter, i.e., the mass M ,
the rotation parameter a, and the deformation parameter η. The extra deformation parameter η describes
the deviation from the usual Kerr one and modifies sharply the structures of spacetime in the strong-field
region[28, 30]. Making use of this rotating non-Kerr metric, they found that there exist some non-negligible
deviation from the Kerr spacetime which lead to the same frequencies of the black-hole ringing [28]. Moreover,
3the examinations from the iron line [31] and the quasi-periodic oscillations [32] also endorse that the geometry
of a real astrophysical black hole could be described by such a rotating non-Kerr metric.
Since the shadow of black hole is determined by the propagation of light ray in the spacetime, it is expectable
that the new properties of spacetime structure originating from the deformation parameter will yields some
new effects on the black hole shadow. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the investigation of the shadow
casted by a Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole and then probe the signature of the deformation
parameter resides in the black hole shadow.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review briefly the metric of the Konoplya-Zhidenko
rotating non-Kerr black hole and then analyze the propagation of light ray in this background. In Sec. III,
we investigate the shadows casted by Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole. Finally, we present a
summary.
II. THE PHOTON ORBIT IN THE KONOPLYA-ZHIDENKO ROTATING NON-KERR BLACK
HOLE SPACETIME
Firstly, let us review briefly the Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr metric obtained in Ref.[28]. As a
usual rotating non-Kerr case, it describes the geometry of a rotating black hole with the deviations from the
Kerr one through adding an extra deformation. In the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, the metric has a form
[28]
ds2 = −
(
1− 2Mr
2 + η
rρ2
)
dt2 +
ρ2
∆
dr2 + ρ2dθ2 + sin2 θ
[
r2 + a2 +
(2Mr2 + η)a2 sin2 θ
rρ2
]
dφ2 (1)
− 2(2Mr
2 + η)a sin2 θ
rρ2
dtdφ,
with
∆ = a2 + r2 − 2Mr − η
r
, ρ2 = r2 + a2 cos2 θ. (2)
where M , a and η denote the mass, the angular momentum and the deformation parameter of black hole,
respectively. The deformation parameter η describes the deviations from the Kerr metric. As the parameter
η vanishes, the metric reduces to that of usual Kerr spacetime. Comparing with the Kerr black hole, the
presence of the deformation parameter extends the allowed range of the rotation parameter a and changes the
spacetime structure of the black hole in the strong field region [28, 30]. In the case a < M , the condition for
the existence of black hole horizon in this spacetime becomes [30]
η ≥ ηc1 ≡ − 2
27
(
√
4M2 − 3a2 + 2M)2(
√
4M2 − 3a2 −M), (3)
4while in the case a > M , it becomes η > 0. When η and a lie in other regions, there is no horizon and then
the spacetime (1) becomes a naked singularity. Considering the weak cosmic censorship conjecture, we here
will study only the case where there exists horizon and the metric (1) describes the gravity of a black hole.
The value of η determines the number and positions of black hole horizons. These spacetime properties affect
the propagation of photon and further changes shadow of a Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole.
The Hamiltonian of a photon propagation along null geodesics in a Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr
black hole spacetime can be expressed as [33]
H(x, p) =
1
2
gµν(x)pµpν = 0. (4)
Since there exist two ignorable coordinates t and φ in the above Hamiltonian, it is easy to obtain two conserved
quantities E and Lz with the following forms
E = −pt = −gttt˙− gtφφ˙, Lz = pφ = gφφφ˙+ gφtt˙, (5)
which correspond to the energy and the z-component of the angular momentum of photon moving in the
Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole spacetime. With these two conserved quantities, the null
geodesic equation can be written as
t˙ = E +
(a2E − aLz + Er2)(2Mr2 + η)
∆ρ2r
, (6)
φ˙ =
aE sin2 θ(2Mr2 + η) + a2Lzr cos
2 θ − Lz(2Mr2 − r3 + η)
∆ρ2r sin2 θ
, (7)
ρ4r˙2 = R(r) = −∆[Q+ (aE − Lz)2] + [aLz − (r2 + a2)E]2, (8)
ρ4θ˙2 = p2θ = Q− cos2 θ
(
L2z
sin2 θ
− a2E2
)
, (9)
where the quantity Q is the generalized Carter constant related to the constant of separation K by Q =
K − (aE − Lz)2. The constant K is associated with the hidden symmetries of the spacetime generated by a
second order Killing tensor Kµν . The Killing tensor satisfies the equation
∇(λKµν) = 0, (10)
where ∇ denotes the covariant differentiation with respect to the spacetime metric gµν and the round brackets
denote symmetrization over the indices enclosed. With the Killing tensor Kµν , the constant of separation
K can be expressed as K = Kµνpµpν . In Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, one can find that the Killing tensor
satisfied equation (10) in the Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole spacetime has a form
Kµν =
(r2 + a2)2
∆
δ
µ
t δ
ν
t −∆δµr δνr +
(r2 + a2)a
∆
δ
µ
t δ
ν
φ +
a2
∆
δ
µ
φδ
ν
φ + r
2gµν . (11)
5With help of the null tetrad,
lµ =
(
r2 + a2
∆
, 1, 0,
a
∆
)
, nµ =
(
r2 + a2
2ρ2
,− ∆
2ρ2
, 0,
a
2ρ2
)
, (12)
the components of the Killing tensor Kµν can be written as
Kµν = 2ρ2l(µnν) + r2gµν , (13)
which is similar to that for the ordinary Kerr spacetime [34].
The unstable spherical orbits are very important to determine the boundary of the shadow by a black hole.
The spherical orbits satisfy
r˙ = 0, and r¨ = 0, (14)
which yield
R(r) = −∆[Q+ (aE − Lz)2] + [aLz − (r2 + a2)E]2 = 0, (15)
R′(r) = −4Er[aLz − (r2 + a2)E]− [Q+ (aE − Lz)2](−2M + 2r + η
r2
) = 0. (16)
For the unstable spherical orbits, we have
R′′(r) = 8E2r2 − 4E[aLz − (r2 + a2)E]− 2[Q+ (aE − Lz)2](1− η
r3
) > 0. (17)
Solving the two equation (15) and (16), we find that for the spherical orbits motion of photon the reduced
constants ξ and σ have the form
ξ ≡ Lz
E
=
2a2Mr2 − a2η + 2∆r3 − 2Mr4 − 3ηr2
a(2Mr2 − 2r3 − η) , (18)
σ ≡ Q
E2
=
−r4[(6Mr2 − 2r3 + 5η)2 − 8a2(2Mr3 + 3ηr)]
a2(2r3 − 2Mr2 + η)2 . (19)
From Eq. (9), we find that ξ and σ obey
σ − ξ2 cot2 θ + a2 cos2 θ ≥ 0. (20)
III. SHADOWS OF A KONOPLYA-ZHIDENKO ROTATING NON-KERR BLACK HOLE
Since the Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole spacetime is asymptotic flat, we can define the
same observer’s sky at spatial infinite as in the Kerr case. The observer basis {etˆ, erˆ, eθˆ, eφˆ} can be expanded
in the coordinate basis {∂t, ∂r, ∂θ, ∂φ} as a form [2, 18, 21, 35, 36]
eµˆ = e
ν
µˆ∂ν , (21)
6where eνµˆ satisfies gµνe
µ
αˆe
ν
βˆ
= η
αˆβˆ
, and η
αˆβˆ
is the usual Minkowski metric. The decomposition (21) satisfied
the spatial rotations and Lorentz boosts, is not unique. Generally, it is convenient to choice a decomposition
connected to a reference frame with zero axial angular momentum in relation to spatial infinity, which is given
by [2, 18, 21, 35, 36]
eνµˆ =


ζ 0 0 γ
0 Ar 0 0
0 0 Aθ 0
0 0 0 Aφ

 . (22)
Here ζ, γ, Ar, Aθ, and Aφ are real coefficients. Since the observer basis has a Minkowski normalization
eµˆe
νˆ = δνˆµˆ, (23)
one can obtain
Ar =
1
grr
, Aθ =
1
gθθ
, Aφ =
1
gφφ
,
ζ =
√
gφφ
g2tφ − gttgφφ
, γ = − gtφ
gφφ
√
gφφ
g2tφ − gttgφφ
. (24)
Thus, the locally measured four-momentum pµˆ of a photon can be obtained by the projection of its four-
momentum pµ onto eµˆ,
ptˆ = −ptˆ = −eνtˆ pν , piˆ = piˆ = eνiˆ pν , (25)
which means that the locally measured four-momentum pµˆ can be further written as [2, 18, 21, 35, 36]
ptˆ = ζE − γpφ, prˆ = 1√
grr
pr,
pθˆ =
1√
gθθ
pθ, p
φˆ =
1√
gφφ
pφ. (26)
The spatial position of observer in the black hole spacetime is set to (ro, θo, 0) as shown in Fig. (1). The
3−vector ~p is the photon’s linear momentum with components prˆ, pθˆ and pφˆ in the orthonormal basis
{erˆ, eθˆ, eφˆ},
~p = prˆerˆ + p
θˆe
θˆ
+ pφˆe
φˆ
. (27)
According to the geometry of the photon’s detection, we have
prˆ = |~p| cosα cosβ,
pθˆ = |~p| sinα,
pφˆ = |~p| cosα sinβ. (28)
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FIG. 1: Perspective drawing of the geometric projection of the photon’s linear momentum ~p in the observer’s frame
{erˆ, eθˆ, eφˆ}. The red sphere and the point O(r0, θ0, 0) denote the position of black hole and observer, respectively. The
vector ~p′ is the projection of ~p onto plane (erˆ, eφˆ) and α is the angle between ~p
′ and plane (erˆ, eφˆ), β is the angle
between ~p′ and basis erˆ.
Actually, the angular coordinates (α, β) of a point in the observer’s local sky define the direction of the
associated light ray and establish its initial conditions. The coordinates (x, y) of a point in the observer’s local
sky are related to its angular coordinates (α, β) by [2, 18, 21, 35, 36]
x = −r0 tanβ = −r0 p
φˆ
prˆ
,
y = r0
tanα
cosβ
= r0
pθˆ
prˆ
. (29)
The image of a black hole shadow in observer’s sky is composed of the pixels corresponding the light rays
falling down into the black hole horizon. The unstable spherical orbits of photons provide us the boundary of
the shadow.
In the Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole spacetime, one can obtain the position of photon’s
image in observer’s sky
x = −r0 p
φˆ
prˆ
= −r0
∆
√
grrLz√
gφφR(r0)
,
y = r0
pθˆ
prˆ
= r0
∆
√
grrpθ√
gθθR(r0)
, (30)
if the observer is located at a distance r = r0 and θ = θ0. Considering that a real observer is far from the
8FIG. 2: The shadow of a Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole with deformation parameter η as the rotation
parameter a is the range a < M . The left and right panels correspond the cases with a = 0.5M and a = 0.995M ,
respectively. Here, an observer is situated at the origin of coordinates with the inclination angle θ0 = 90
◦.
black hole, so we can take the limit r0 →∞, which yields
x = − ξ
sin θ0
, y = ±
√
σ + a2 cos2 θ0 − ξ2 cot2 θ0. (31)
Together with Eqs.(18), (19), and (31), we can study the properties of the shadow casted by a Konoplya-
Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole. In Figs.(2)-(4), we present the change of the black hole shadow with
deformation parameter η for the fixed a as observer situates at the origin of coordinates with the inclination
angle θ0 = 90
◦. The closed region enclosed by the curves is black hole shadow and the value of η is chosen to
ensure the existence of horizon so that the metric (1) describes geometry of a black hole. With the increase of
the deformation parameter η, we find that the size of the shadow of black hole increase for different a, while
the shape of the shadow depends on the rotation parameter a. For the cases with a < M , for example, as
a = 0.5M or a = 0.995M , we find that the shape is a deformed circle for different η and it is more deformed
with the increase of the rotation parameter. In the case a < M , the D-shape shadow appears only if the
values of η approaches to the threshold value ηc1 and the rotation parameter a is close to the mass of black
hole M , which is similar to that of a usual Kerr black hole. However, with the increase of the deformation
parameter η, the shape becomes less deformed for the Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole. For
the cases with M < a < 2
√
3
3 M , one can find that ηc1 > 0 and the condition for the existence of black hole
horizon is the deformation parameter η > 0. As the parameter η is larger much than the threshold value ηc1,
9FIG. 3: The shadow of a Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole with deformation parameter η for the fixed
a = 1.15 lied in the range M < a < 2
√
3
3
M . Here, an observer is situated at the origin of coordinates with the
inclination angle θ0 = 90
◦.
we find from Fig.(3) that the black hole shadow still has a deformed circle silhouette in these cases. As the
parameter η decreases down to the value near ηc1, the shape of the black hole shadow changes gradually from
a deformed circle silhouette to D-shape shadow, which is similar to those in the cases with a < M . However,
the condition D-shape shadow appeared becomes only that the values of η approaches to the threshold value
ηc1 from positive direction. As η decreases further and its value is below ηc1, we find that there is a distinct
change for the black hole shadow and it becomes a cusp silhouette with small eye lashes. The non-smooth
edge is the distinct feature of such kind of cusp shadows. The cusp shadow of a rotating black hole is also
found in the case of a high-hairy black hole where the null geodesics are not variable-separable [26]. With the
increase of the deformation parameter η, the apex moves along left, but the angle of the cusp increases so that
the shadow becomes less cuspidal. As a > 2
√
3
3 M , the threshold value ηc1 is imaginary and the spacetime (1)
possesses only a horizon for the positive η. For the larger η, we find that the black hole shadow emerges as a
deformed circle shape like in the previous cases, which is shown in Fig.(4). With the gradual decrease of the
deformation parameter η, the shape of the shadow changes also from a deformed circle silhouette to a cusp
shadow. However, the D-shape shadow does not appear in this case. In the previous discussion, we note that
the D-shape shadow of a black hole emerges as the deformation parameter η decreases down to the value near
ηc1. The absence of D-shape shadow in the cases with a >
2
√
3
3 M maybe be attributed to the nonexistence of
a real threshold value ηc1. Moreover, the changes of the apex and cusp angle with the deformation parameter
10
FIG. 4: The shadow of a Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole with deformation parameter η for the fixed
a = 1.5 lied in the range a > 2
√
3
3
M . Here, an observer is situated at the origin of coordinates with the inclination
angle θ0 = 90
◦.
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 5: The cusp shadow of a Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole with θ0 = 90
◦ and FPOs for
a = 2M, η = 0.5. In the left panel, the black hole shadow is described by the closed region enclosed by the solid curves.
The middle and right panels correspond to the changes of ∆θ and rperi for FPOs with ξ, respectively.
η are similar to those in the case of M < a < 2
√
3
3 M .
Finally, we discuss the formation of the cusp shadow casted by a Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr
black hole as in Ref. [26]. Recently, it is pointed out by Pedro V. P. Cunha et al [26] that there exists non-
planar bound photon orbits in some generic stationary, axisymmetric spacetimes, regardless of the integrability
properties of the photon motion. These non-planar bound photon orbits, were first proposed to explain the
formation of a black hole shadow [26]. Actually, these orbits are generalization of circular photon orbits and
they are also called as the fundamental photon orbits (FPOs) in the analysis on light bending by ultracompact
11
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 6: The D-shape shadow of a Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole with θ0 = 90
◦ and FPOs for
a = 0.995M, η = −0.0099. In the left panel, the black hole shadow is described by the closed region enclosed by the
solid curves. The middle and right panels correspond to the changes of ∆θ and rperi for FPOs with ξ, respectively.
objects [26]. In Fig.(5), we plot the change of quantities ∆θ ≡ |θmax− pi2 | and rperi with the impact parameter
ξ to display FPOs in the case with a = 2M and η = 0.5 where the cusp shadow emerges for a Konoplya-
Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole. Here θmax denote the maximal/minimal angular coordinate of a FPO,
and rperi is the perimetral radius as a FPO crosses the equatorial plane. From Fig.(5), one can find that the
circular photon orbits (i.e., light rings) are connected by a continuum of FPOs marked with the capital letters
A-F, which can be split into one stable branch and two unstable ones as in the case of a rotating hairy black
hole [26]. It is shown that only a part of unstable FPOs ( the green line parts shown in Fig.(5)) determine
the boundary of shadow. Obviously, one can find there exist a swallow-tail shape pattern related to FPOs in
the ξ −∆θ plane, which yields a jump occurred at the FPOs E and F. The discontinuity in the size of these
orbits (i.e., rperi(E) > rperi(F )) originating from this jump induces further the emergence of the cusp in the
shadow. In order to make a comparison, we also plot FPOs ( marked with the capital letters A, B, and D ) in
Fig.(6) for the case with a = 0.995 and η = −0.0099 in which the black hole shadow is a D-shape silhouette
rather than a cusp one. It is easy to find that the swallow-tail shape pattern related to FPOs does not appear
in the ξ − ∆θ plane and the corresponding the perimetral radius of FPOs crossing the equatorial plane is
continuous in this case, which leads to the disappearance of cusp shadow of black hole. Our result show that
although the dynamical system about photon motion is integrable in a Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr
black hole spacetime, the rich spacetime properties arising from the deformation parameter η yields a series
of significant patterns for black hole shadow.
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IV. SUMMARY
In this paper we have studied the shadow casted by a Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole with
an extra deformation parameter. We find that the deformed parameter together with the rotation parameter
affects spacetime structure and the black hole shadow. With the increase of the deformation parameter, the
size of the shadow of black hole increase and its shape becomes more rounded for arbitrary rotation parameter.
The condition the D-shape shadow of black hole emerged depends on the value of a. In the case a < M ,
the D-shape shadow appears only if the values of η approaches to the threshold value ηc1 and the rotation
parameter a is close to the mass of black holeM . For the caseM < a < 2
√
3
3 M , the condition D-shape shadow
appeared becomes only that the values of η approaches to the threshold value ηc1 from positive direction. For
the case a > 2
√
3
3 M , there is no D-shape shadow for the black hole. Moreover, we find that the black hole
shadow has a cusp shape with small eye lashes in the cases with a > M . With the increase of the deformation
parameter η, the cusp apex moves along left, but the angle of the cusp increases, which means that the shadow
becomes less cuspidal in this case. Finally, we analyse the FPOs and discuss further the formation of the
cusp shadow casted by a Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole. Our result show that the richer
spacetime properties arising from the deformation parameter η yields a series of significant patterns for the
shadow casted by a Konoplya-Zhidenko rotating non-Kerr black hole.
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